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we becoming more enslaved by divisions and
fixations created by deception?

not only possible but, given time, relatively
simple.

The Nutritional Crisis example:

So long as the program of gradualism is
kept to, the knowledge now available need only
be used in moderation; social engineers
need take no risks. Carl Sagan (astronomer)
observed to the effect that once we accept
manipulation very few ever escape it.

Why are there no public protests about
nutrients being taken out of our foods?
Why is there an internationally organized
push to ban the cheap nutrients we need to
replace those removed from, or becoming
deficient in, natural foods?
Why is understanding and use of natural
nutrients discouraged by modern doctor
training and why also are these safer nutrients
being put beyond common reach by laws and
political pressure from international business?
Why are so many pharmaceuticals found,
after a few years, to have serious health side
effects though declared tested and safe?
Why are best medical services already out
of general community reach because of cost
and labor shortage in a community saturated
with
labor
saving
devices?
Why are all the trends, mentioned in these
leaflets, worldwide if there is no well organized
long-term worldwide campaign?
Many people, without research effort or use
of reasoning based on knowledge, reject as
impossible any idea either of dictatorial World
Government or, if so, that behavior of nations
can be changed by promoting false philosophy.
However,
those
reading
reports
on
TheMindWeb with desire for truth, now know
that social redirection for selfish gains is

Apart from previously mentioned means of
mind control consider this: All effective
teaching relies to some extent on a level of
hypnosis. It means getting the maximum
attention of the student directed to the teacher
(or TV). It means as much of the attention of
the pupil as possible be fixed on the educator.
But as a famous inventor is reported to
have said of some difficulty: This problem is
too difficult for us professionals, we will have to
wait for some gifted amateur to solve it.
The fact that so many technical and social
problems have been solved by the self-trained
is not because amateurs are more intelligent
but because they, as individuals, learn by their
passion for understanding the truth of their
subject.
They are not satisfied to just ‘parrot’ or
regurgitate words without understanding as do
those pressured to use memory for passing
exams, nor by ‘mesmerized’ watching of the
antics of TV presenters.
The self-taught learn to satisfy their passion
by their dedication to true understanding of
their chosen subject. This is an example of the
difference between slave-mindedness and
freedom!
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Our desire for freedom is based on our
desire to know our true selves.
The
importance of knowing our true selves is seen
reflected in the passion with which we defend
whatever we think is our true selves.
Those who manipulate us into worship of a
false self do so in order to either use us for
their own benefit of to rob us of our lives or
possessions.
That so many find this too inhuman or too
incredible for belief just serves to show the
level of depravity to which the manipulators
have descended.
Manipulators are not
superior to the common herd as is clearly
shown by the depths to which they will
descend in service to their pride and power.
A book could be filled with information and
questions whose logical answer will insist:
Those who rule the world want us dead!
Globalists need this power over us because
they want to own our world and don’t want
resources wasted on slave minded people who
are obstacles to their grab for power.
Countless thousands have already died on this
road to Armageddon. Look & see.
Leaflets in this series and literature on
TheMindWeb.com confirm and enlarge on
what is presented here. This is a result of a
lifetime of research backed by many quotes
from the insight, logic and research of others.
The total evidence is overwhelming.
>>
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Scriptures reveal that we can know all that
it is possible to know about how we were
created; about our nature and about how we
should live, all by viewing the creation through
”the eye of reason” (logic). Our reasoning
ability is our key to all knowledge so it is also
logical that those who want to rob us will want
first to rob us of our logical ability. So why
sacrifice yourself when your logical ability
offers you freedom?
As you will see from other leaflets the
easiest way they have of robbing the
commonality of intellectual ability is to have us
sit our children in front of TV sets.
Your life is there for you to save if you think
your life worth the effort of thinking for yourself.
If you doubt this read the modern
understanding of creation in “Of Truth” 2005;
this will be on-line at www.themindweb.com in
July 2005.
.Regards, A.G.
NOTE:
To see the actual quote
from Carl Sagan enter his name into one of
the “Site Search” facilities that appear
throughout
www.themindweb.com
There is one at the end of the “Home
Page”. This facility, of course, is also useful
for finding other items among literature on the
mind web.
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Slavery by Deception
Part 2

The Consequences
What are the effects of government by public
deception? Look about you! We are gaining
knowledge and we are gaining ability to use
knowledge yet, when apparently concerned
people are asked why they do not explain or
advocate true democracy we get zombie-like
responses.
Why do they not appear interested in
making the easy transition to self-government?
Why do they not appear to care that while
under criminal government we are all in grave
danger? Why do they just complain about
what is happening and make silly excuses?
Yes, silly excuses despite that simple
reasoning would show that, until the people are
in control of their government, then we are
unable to know the truth of anything we are
told; trust in either education or law; or enforce
any constitutional right.
One of the most popular excuses is that if
we elect independents they will soon form
parties. This, of course, is a mind manipulated
response.
A/
Democracy is NOT government by
independents. An Electorate chosen candidate
can no more be an independent than can one
party chosen be an independent!
In a
democracy the electorate

itself is the party and approves policy, and the
representative keeps the electorate informed of
the situation and of practical options.
B/
That a group of responsible people
coming together to make a decision must come
to a majority opinion does not, quite obviously,
make of these a party. They are not controlled
by a party organization and they have no
obligation to agree on any following decision.
C/
It is surely not intelligent to prefer
government by a criminal organization over
government by members who are both chosen
and elected in our common service.
Silly opinions given for rejection of
community controlled government can only be
the result of unwillingness, or inability, to
perform simple acts of reasoning. This often
revolves around belittlement of any progressive
idea so as to avoid the niggardly thought of
acting on it or taking responsibility. This or
other excuse is a consequence of slavery to
mind manipulation.
So where are we now?
We are in process of achieving greater
humanity but is our world becoming more
peaceful and honest or more filled with
violence and lies? Is the love that leads to selfsacrifice growing or is the love of self that leads
to injustice, greed and hate growing?
Are we becoming increasingly united by our
ability to work out simple problems or are
>>>

